The Four Seasons Bed

Experience
Signature Sleep
After You Check Out
Four Seasons is known around the world for our quality beds.
We understand that a great night’s sleep leads to vitality and wellness—and that it
all starts with a luxuriously comfortable mattress. That’s why we’ve spent years
in partnership with experts and in consultation with guests
to perfect our mattress design.

See reverse side for details

The Four Seasons Bed
Customize your mattress with one of three Signature Toppers
to ensure a sleep experience that’s exactly right for you.
A Signature Topper, which offers a mid-range of firmness, is included with your purchase of the full set,
which best replicates the Four Seasons sleep experience. Signature Firm or Signature Plush Toppers are
available for an additional fee (see pricing chart below). All Toppers zip on quickly and easily, in just
one minute. They also extend the life of the mattress to 12 years, versus the industry standard of 7 to 10 years.
Signature Firm Topper

Signature Topper

Signature Plush Topper
Welcome to the Perfect Sleep
Recipe for
the Perfect Sleep

EXCLUSIVE ELEMENTS
Three options to customize feel

Go from plush to firm in
just one minute, all without
moving the mattress!

Patented heat absorption technology

Custom design

In three easy steps, hotels
can offer guests a custom
sleep experience:

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
Pocketed Coil ® Motion Separation

1. If a guest finds that the
classic topper does not
meet their sleep needs,
identify the guest’s
preference (plush or
firm)
2. Unzip current classic
topper
3. Replace with guest’s
preferred topper

Cooling technology

Exclusive Elements
• Three Topper options to
customize feel
• Patented heat absorption
technology
• Custom design

Additional Benefits
• Pocketed coil motion
separation
• Cooling technology

One minute topper change

Extended mattress life

PRICING & DISTRIBUTION
Please see separate attachment

Global Retail Pricing
SET

$USD

includes mattress,
Signature Topper
and boxspring

MATTRESS
Only

FOUNDATION
Only

SIGNATURE
PLUSH
TOPPER

SIGNATURE
TOPPER

SIGNATURE
FIRM
TOPPER

TWIN

$2199

$1649

$550

$210

$210

$210

FULL

$2399

$1799

$600

$225

$225

$225

QUEEN

$2599

$1949

$650

$250

$250

$250

KING

$2999

$2249

$750

$300

$300

$300

Amounts may be converted into local currency upon request.
Offered through Simmons Hospitality, the Four Seasons Bed comes with a 10-Year Non-Prorated Warranty for the mattress,
and a 20-Year Limited Warranty for the foundation. For complete warranty details, please visit www.simmonshospitality.com
or call toll-free (877) 399-9397. Please allow 8-10 weeks for production time.
We recommend confirming delivery charges with Four Seasons at the time of purchase.

Visit FourSeasonsMagazine.com/SignatureSleep
forRetail
more information
Global
Pricing
Learn to Sleep Better
Discover expert tips for
getting a good night’s rest,
fun facts about sleeping
and dreaming, sleep stories
from the road and other
useful secrets to perfect
slumber. Then share your
own sleep tips and stories
on Facebook, Twitter
and Pinterest using
#inbedwithFS

